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Abstract

Most-favored-nation treatment, i.e., nondiscrimination among trading partners, is a fundamental principle of the GATT/WTO system. The WTO Agreement on Safeguards has thus been seen as encouraging use of a preferred form of contingent protection relative to antidumping and other inherently discriminatory measures. In practice, however, safeguard protection may also incorporate discriminatory elements. This paper focuses on three ways that policies conforming to the Agreement on Safeguards may nonetheless discriminate explicitly or implicitly among trading partners. First, the form of the safeguard policy matters: quantitative restrictions discriminate among foreign suppliers by preserving historical market shares more than a safeguard implemented as a tariff. Second, safeguard measures discriminate against faster-growing exporters and new entrants in import markets. Third, formal exemptions for partners in preferential trade agreements and for small developing-country suppliers allow these countries to gain market share at the expense of non-exempted exporters. We provide evidence of these discriminatory effects in actual cases of safeguard protection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a “second-best” world in which policy makers are compelled to use trade remedies to protect domestic industries, safeguards (SG) are often regarded as preferable to antidumping or other measures that restrain competing imports.\(^1\) Economists justify this preference in at least two ways. First, antidumping measures necessarily entail allegations of “unfair trade” and pricing at “less than fair value,” whose legal definition and interpretation have little grounding in economics; safeguard measures do not require such allegations as their justification rests on injury due to unforeseen surges of fairly traded imports. A second important consideration is that safeguards are designed to protect a domestic industry from all imports, irrespective of their source. Safeguards are therefore presumed to be nondiscriminatory\(^2\) in nature, while antidumping measures are inherently country-specific.\(^3\) Because country-specific forms of import protection discriminate among exporters, economists are concerned that such protection may lead to welfare losses from trade diversion, i.e., from switching the source of imports from a lower-cost supplier to a higher-cost supplier. Another problem is the potential use of selective trade restrictions to achieve unrelated foreign-policy goals (Baldwin 1983, p. 128).

---

\(^1\) See Jackson (1997, Chapter 7) and Trebilcock and Howse (1999, Chapter 9) on the legal aspects of safeguard protection in the GATT/WTO system and Hoekman and Kostecki (2001) on alternative economic motives for inclusion of an "escape clause" in trade agreements. Bown and Crowley (forthcoming) survey economic research on safeguards in the GATT/WTO.

\(^2\) The GATT/WTO system proscribes two types of discrimination among members. The most-favored-nation (MFN) principle concerns discrimination among a member’s trading partners, while national treatment concerns discrimination between foreign and domestic suppliers. This paper deals only with possible discrimination among trading partners in the application of safeguards, and thus we use nondiscrimination and MFN as synonyms.

\(^3\) In a paper critical of the broad use of antidumping, Leidy (1995, p. 29) cites the GATT safeguards provision (Article XIX) as a preferred means of defusing protectionist opposition to trade liberalization through “temporary protection on a most-favored-nation basis in sectors experiencing serious injury....” Likewise, Jones (1994, p. 175) labels “the explicit requirement subjecting all safeguard measures to MFN treatment” as “the most significant part” of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Safeguards.
But while the safeguards procedures outlined in Article XIX of the GATT may have been based on the most-favored-nation (MFN) principle, discrimination in the actual application of safeguard protection has been a longstanding concern.\footnote{Prior to the Uruguay Round, the language of Article XIX left the question of whether safeguards must be applied on an MFN basis open to legal debate (Jackson 1997, pp. 195-198). But, rather than debating the legality of selective safeguards under Article XIX, countries wishing to limit imports selectively usually did so outside of the GATT framework through “gray-area” measures such as voluntary export restraints and orderly marketing agreements.} At a 1982 conference on trade issues held at the Institute for International Economics in Washington, “[n]o subject stirred more heated debate…than the issue of whether there should be a new safeguards code permitting ‘selective’ application of protection against individual countries…” (Cline 1983, p. 29). A move to allow selective safeguards would have provided a basis within the GATT for the already noticeable shift in practice toward negotiation of measures like orderly market agreements and voluntary export restraints rather than application of nondiscriminatory remedies under Article XIX. Tokyo Round negotiators had failed to achieve agreement on the issue of selectivity in application of safeguards, and Jackson (1993, p. 227) identifies “the controversy about discriminatory application of safeguards measures” as a key topic in the Uruguay Round discussions on reform of the safeguards provisions.

How well does the resulting WTO Agreement on Safeguards (AS) deal with this problem? The AS does explicitly endorse the principle of nondiscrimination in the application of safeguards and also eliminates certain types of discriminatory treatment of exporters common during the GATT period.\footnote{Specifically, Article 11:1(b) of the Agreement on Safeguards states that “…a Member shall not seek, take or maintain any voluntary export restraints, orderly marketing arrangements or any other similar measures on the export or import side.”} Nevertheless, some provisions of the Agreement, as well as the specific ways in which countries implement safeguards in practice, may result in substantial
explicit or implicit discrimination across exporters. In this paper we distinguish between two types of discrimination in the application of safeguards. The first type concerns explicit departures from MFN treatment, primarily the exemption of certain countries from the importing country’s SG action. The second type concerns trade outcomes under SG policies. Even when all exporters are subject to the same SG procedures, the policies may nonetheless discriminate implicitly in their impact on the trade of different types of exporters, thus resulting in systematic advantages or disadvantages to a particular type of exporting country.

This paper begins by highlighting three areas in the AS where exceptions to the nondiscrimination principle are at least potentially present. The first concerns the safeguard-imposing country’s choice of import-protecting instrument and method for allocating import market shares under the safeguard. We show that the type of policy used to implement the safeguard can implicitly favor certain foreign suppliers over others even when all exporters are subject to the same rules (i.e., no explicit discrimination). Second, the WTO safeguard provisions explicitly allow an importing country to place a larger share of the safeguard burden on any exporter whose share in the affected market has recently shown a “disproportionate” increase. Third, the AS also explicitly requires safeguard-imposing countries to discriminate in favor of developing-country exporters with small shares in the affected market by exempting them from safeguard measures, thus providing “special and differential treatment” consistent with what developing countries receive elsewhere in the GATT/WTO system, such as the

---

6 Implicit or de facto discrimination has been a pervasive issue in trade law, and the precise definition of illegal de facto discrimination remains a topic of intense debate (Ehring 2002, p. 922). In contrast to the discrimination discussed in this paper, most such disputes concern national regulations with no explicit reference to country of origin. Even when origin-neutral in their provisions, regulations may nonetheless weigh more heavily on exporters relative to competing domestic suppliers or on some exporters relative to others. For example, a 1993 European Union complaint to the GATT (United States—Taxes on Automobiles) concerned the allegedly discriminatory impact on EU auto exporters of three U.S. measures intended to raise auto fuel economy. This potential source of discriminatory outcomes is exacerbated when a safeguard restricts imports of certain products while exempting others that are close substitutes.
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Other suppliers, especially partners in a preferential trading arrangement (PTA), may also be exempted.8

After highlighting the relevant provisions of the AS, we examine data on individual safeguard actions to determine whether these cases provide evidence of discriminatory outcomes arising in the actual application of SG measures. Specifically, we use data on WTO safeguard actions initiated between 1995 and 2000 to investigate whether these three exceptions to the nondiscrimination principle have a discriminatory impact on import market shares in practice. We find evidence that safeguards do discriminate across exporters in systematic ways.9

This rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes the legal provisions of the WTO Agreement on Safeguards that entail either explicit or implicit departures from the MFN principle. Section 3 describes our data from 14 safeguard actions implemented between 1995 and 2000 and outlines how evidence of the three exceptions contained in the Agreement on Safeguard would be revealed in the trade data. Section 4 focuses on whether the choice of policy instrument leads to discrimination in terms of trade outcomes following imposition of a

---

7 On the other hand, developing countries are more likely to be among those exporters whose market shares have recently been growing and thus may be subject to adverse discrimination on that account. Thus, the net effect for an individual developing country or developing countries as a group is ambiguous. In GATT negotiations, developing countries have been vocal opponents of selective safeguards (Baldwin 1983, p. 428).

8 The Agreement on Safeguards makes no mention of exemptions for partners in a PTA. Whether such exemptions are even permitted under Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 remains to be clarified. Given that safeguard protection is usually designed to achieve a specific reduction in total imports, exemptions for PTA partners would almost surely require more stringent restrictions on non-partners. This result could violate the stipulation in Article XXIV 5(b) that “duties and other regulations of commerce maintained in each of the constituent territories and applicable at the formation of such free trade area...to the trade of contracting parties not included in such area ...shall not be higher or more restrictive than the corresponding duties and other regulations of commerce existing in the same constituent territories prior to the formation of the free-trade area....”

9 Our empirical methodology does not allow us to identify discriminatory outcomes that result when safeguards are applied to some product categories while imports of close substitutes are not similarly restricted. Discrimination arises to the extent that exporting countries are relatively specialized in certain product categories. The product exclusions authorized by the US Trade Representative following imposition of the 2002 US safeguard on steel could represent this type of discrimination.
THE WTO AGREEMENT ON SAFEGUARDS

The purpose of this paper is to analyze how the trade outcomes of safeguard actions may differ systematically across exporters. In this section we review the key areas of the AS that may give rise to differential impacts across exporters.

2.1 Nondiscrimination in the Agreement on Safeguards

Article 2.2 acknowledges the general principle of nondiscrimination in the Agreement, specifying that “[s]afeguards measures shall be applied to a product being imported irrespective of its source.” Nevertheless, as we describe in the next section, the Agreement also contains three important provisions that allow or require a safeguard-imposing country to discriminate either implicitly or explicitly among exporting suppliers.

2.2 Exceptions to Nondiscrimination in the Agreement on Safeguards

2.2.1 Departures from MFN based on the choice of trade-restricting measure

The Agreement on Safeguards permits countries to implement protection through the use of tariffs, quotas, or tariff-rate quotas (TRQs). However, the choice of a quota or a TRQ rather than a tariff to restrict imports allows for implicit discrimination among trading partners. Article 5.2(a) states:

“In cases in which a quota is allocated among supplying countries, the Member applying the restrictions may seek agreement with respect to the allocation of shares in the quota with all other Members having a substantial interest in
supplying the product concerned. In cases in which this method is not reasonably practicable, the Member concerned shall allot to Members having a substantial interest in supplying the product shares based upon the proportions, supplied by such Members during a previous representative period, of the total quantity or value of imports of the product....”

Although Article 5.2 does not define “a previous representative period,” Article 5.1 offers an implicit definition: “the last three representative years for which statistics are available, unless clear justification is given....” Thus, if a quantitative restriction is used, and assuming no prior agreement has been reached among all interested parties concerning the allocation of market shares, the AS specifies that market-share allocations during the safeguard period should be based on the average market shares in a previous representative period, usually the three years prior to the investigation of the safeguard (see Figure 1). Such an allocation implicitly favors suppliers whose market shares have been slipping in recent years over suppliers whose market shares have been increasing.

Consider two exporting countries, A and B, with opposite trends in market share for the good whose domestic suppliers are about to be protected by a safeguard. In the three years prior to the year the safeguard is imposed (year \( t \)), country A’s market share has fallen from 15% in year \( t-3 \) to 10% in year \( t-2 \) to 5% in year \( t-1 \). Under a safeguard quota, allocation of market shares based on the average of historical levels would reward A with a 10% market share in year \( t+1 \), twice its actual share in the year before the safeguard was imposed. On the other hand, B’s

---

10 Given the large number of affected suppliers in most SG cases, agreement on allocation of shares in the quota would be difficult to achieve. Moreover, any agreement among numerous competing suppliers would likely require use of an “objective” formula similar to the one specified in Article 5.2.

11 A possible justification for the discriminatory treatment is that traditional suppliers have “paid” for their market access with their own earlier concessions, while newer entrants have not. In fact, newer entrants are often also new to the GATT/WTO system. For the 14 cases analyzed here, new entrants to the market often included transition economies in central Europe.
market share has risen from 5% in t-3 to 10% in t-2 to 15% in t-1. Under a safeguard quota with allocation of market shares based on average historical levels, B’s market share would drop to 10% in t+1, one-third less than it achieved in the final year before the safeguard was imposed.

This type of implicit discrimination arises only if the SG is implemented as a quantitative restriction and market shares are allocated on the basis of historical performance. This discriminatory impact is not inherent in the use of SG protection applied as an MFN tariff, where import market shares are determined by market forces rather than allocated by the safeguard-imposing country according to a formula.12

2.2.2 Departures from MFN due to certain exports having increased in “disproportionate percentage”

Whereas allocation of import market shares under a quantitative restriction allows for implicit discrimination among exporters even though all exporters are subject to the same treatment, Article 5.2 also allows for explicit discrimination against certain exporting countries whose trade has simply grown too quickly. Specifically, Article 5.2(b) states:

“A Member may depart from the provisions of subparagraph (a) [of Article 5.2] provided that…imports from certain Members have increased in disproportionate percentage in relation to the total increase in imports of the product concerned in the representative period…[and]… the conditions of such departure are equitable to all suppliers of the product concerned.”

---

12 The discriminatory impact of a quantitative safeguard could be eliminated by auctioning the import licenses rather than distributing them according to historical shares (Jackson 1997, p. 176). With a competitive auction, the outcome would approximate that of an MFN specific tariff equal to the sale price of a unit import license. In practice, governments rarely use an auction to allocate shares in a quota-protected market. Moreover, use of an auction would conflict with Article 5.2 of the AS unless all affected suppliers agreed to this method of allocating market shares.
Like quantitative restrictions with market shares based on the average shares in a prior period, this provision shifts the burden of safeguard protection toward faster-growing suppliers or recent entrants into the market.\(^{13}\)

### 2.2.3 Departures from MFN due to country exemptions

Safeguard-imposing countries also depart explicitly from MFN treatment by exempting exports from two groups of countries: 1) the safeguard-imposing country’s partners in a preferential trade agreement, and 2) developing countries with small shares in the relevant import market.

Countries imposing safeguard protection have frequently exempted their preferential trading partners from the measure. Examples include the US exemption of Canada and Mexico (NAFTA members), as well as Israel; and Argentina’s exemption of MERCOSUR members from its safeguard actions on footwear.\(^{14}\) Such exemptions by safeguard-imposing countries represent explicit discrimination in favor of PTA members and thus against non-PTA members.

The second avenue for country-specific exemptions arises because the Agreement on Safeguards explicitly requires safeguard-imposing countries to exempt developing-country WTO

---

\(^{13}\) The underlying notion is that only a few countries have “caused” the recent surge in imports. The counter-argument is that safeguards are designed to provide temporary relief from fair imports. Countries whose exports have been increasing most rapidly “are doing exactly what they are supposed to do under…the GATT. They have become more efficient; they are producing better and less expensive goods…To penalize those countries is to target the very industries that have been achieving the results that international trade policy is designed to achieve” (Jackson 1993, p. 211).

\(^{14}\) As noted above, the WTO consistency of exemptions for PTA members remains to be clarified. Questions have also arisen about the way countries have exempted PTA members from SG actions in practice. For example, the legal issue of how to treat imports from a PTA member in a SG has been brought up in trade disputes such as Argentina – Safeguard on Footwear (WTO, 1999) and US – Safeguard on Wheat Gluten (WTO, 2000a), which discussed, *inter alia*, the issue of “parallelism,” or the inclusion of the PTA member’s exports in the injury determination but then its exclusion in the safeguard application.
members from such actions if their individual and collective shares in the affected market are small. Specifically, Article 9.1 states:

“Safeguard measures shall not be applied against a product originating in a developing country Member as long as its share of imports of the product concerned in the importing Member does not exceed 3 per cent, provided that developing country Members with less than 3 per cent import share collectively account for not more than 9 per cent of total imports of the product concerned.”

This exception thus discriminates in favor of developing countries that are new entrants or at least small suppliers to an import market still dominated by exporters in developed countries or larger developing countries.

3 THE SAFEGUARDS DATA AND INVESTIGATION

Given that the AS endorses the MFN principle and yet also includes rules that allow or require members to discriminate explicitly or implicitly across exporters in their application of SG protection, ultimately the question of whether safeguards are applied on a nondiscriminatory basis is an empirical one. In this section we discuss the way in which we intend to examine the trade data from cases of SG protection initiated under the AS to detect evidence of discriminatory treatment and impact.

To approach these issues empirically, we focus on the set of safeguard actions listed in Table 1. The list includes a number of SG measures that WTO members initiated between 1995 and 2000 under the Agreement on Safeguards. The data are compiled from country notifications made to the WTO Committee on Safeguards and published at the WTO’s website (WTO 2000b, 2001, 2002). As our primary empirical questions relate to the market shares of exporters
affected by a safeguard action, our sample consists of all those SG cases for which we are able to match the products identified in the notifications with the most disaggregated trade data that is available systematically, at a sufficiently narrow level of aggregation, from an independent source. For this purpose we use the TRAINS 6-digit Harmonized System (HS) import data provided in UNCTAD (1995, 2001, 2002).\textsuperscript{15}

For each case, define year \( t \) as the year the SG was imposed and country \( j \) as an exporter of the product that the SG-imposing country has chosen to protect. First consider exporting country \( j \)’s share in the SG-imposing country’s total imports of the product in year \( t+1 \). We focus on year \( t+1 \) because the SG may have been imposed at any time during year \( t \); thus, trade data for year \( t+1 \) are more likely to show the full effect of the safeguard action. Figure 1 again captures the timeline of interest in our analysis.

Our empirical methodology requires five years of data around the year of the SG’s implementation—the three years before the SG was enacted, in addition to the year of and the year after the SG application. After matching the products and generating the required time series for the trade data, we are left with the 14 different safeguard actions initiated between 1995 and 2000 presented in Table 1.\textsuperscript{16} These 14 SG actions cover a total of 85 different 6-digit HS product categories. The mean number of 6-digit HS products per case is 6.0, while exactly half of all safeguards affected just one 6-digit product, as illustrated in Table 1. Within each SG

\textsuperscript{15} The safeguard notifications are typically made at the 8- or 10-digit HS level, and there may be multiple 8- or 10-digit HS products named in a given SG action. Because we use 6-digit HS trade data, our results will be imprecise to the extent that variation in a given 6-digit product is driven by variation in 8- or 10-digit products that were not subject to the SG action.

\textsuperscript{16} For the purpose of our empirical analysis, we treat the second Argentine footwear safeguard as distinct from the initial footwear safeguard because 1) its form changed from a tariff to TRQ, 2) the HS products subject to the safeguard changed, and 3) the countries exempted from the measure changed. Nine SG actions also initiated during the same period are omitted from our analysis because the required import data were not available: Bulgaria (Ammonium Nitrate), Czech Republic (Cane/Beet Sugar), Ecuador (Matches), Egypt (Safety Matches; Common Fluorescent Lamps), India (Phenol; Acetone), Korea (Garlic), and Latvia (Swine Meat).
action, for each product we use the 6-digit HS import data to reveal the affected exporting countries. This gives us 899 country-product pairs affected by a SG action.

In terms of the specific form of the safeguard policies, nine were implemented through tariffs, three were implemented through tariff-rate quotas, and two were implemented through quotas. There was also variation in the way the TRQs were administered, though in most cases the quota element appears to have been binding, with a defined allocation of market shares among exporters.

In the next three sections we investigate whether the various provisions of the Agreement on Safeguards that allow for the discriminatory treatment and/or impact across exporters in theory actually resulted in discriminatory treatment and/or impact in practice.

4 DISCRIMINATION THROUGH POLICY CHOICE? QUOTA, TRQ, OR TARIFF?

Under the AS, countries can implement a safeguard and protect import-competing producers by using one of three basic policy instruments: a tariff, TRQ, or quota. As we described in section 2.2.1, the use of quantitative restrictions--quotas or TRQs--can implicitly discriminate against suppliers whose market shares have grown recently as opposed to suppliers whose shares have fallen, as the AS specifies allocation of import-market shares based on average market shares in the three years prior to the safeguard investigation unless all interested parties are able to agree on an alternative allocation scheme.

Using the data on our safeguard cases, we will investigate two questions: First, are the market shares after the imposition of a SG implemented as a quantitative restriction in fact tightly linked to the average market shares of the prior representative period? This will provide
evidence as to whether SG-imposing countries are following the statutory guideline for allocating market shares. Second, we will compare the tightness of the linkage between before-SG and post-SG market shares in the quantitative-measures cases to the linkage in cases where the SG was imposed as a tariff. Even if a safeguard imposed as a quantitative restriction leads to an outcome in which post-SG market shares are closely tied to historical averages, it is possible that market forces (which play a larger role in tariff cases because there is no externally mandated allocation of market shares) produce the same sort of outcome in terms of post-SG allocation of market shares.

Consider Figure 2, which plots each exporting country’s post-SG share of total imports of a 6-digit HS product affected by the importing country’s safeguard policy. Specifically, we plot each exporting country’s market share in the year after the SG was imposed (t+1) as a function of that country’s average market share for the three calendar years prior to imposition of the SG. We use the 899 exporter-product-specific observations in the sample and break them down by the three possible forms that a safeguard action can take: quota, TRQ, or tariff.17

First consider the graphical evidence of the plots in panels (a) and (b) for the policies that involve quantitative restrictions, i.e., the cases in which the safeguard was implemented through a quota or a TRQ. In these cases, there is a strong positive relationship between historical market shares and post-SG market shares. It also appears that there is a fairly tight relationship between the average market share in the prior three-year period and the market share in the year after the safeguard was applied. This can be seen from the closeness of the points to the 45-degree line (where a country’s import market share in year t+1 is exactly equal to its historical

---

17 In a related paper (Bown and McCulloch, 2003), we confirm the results discussed below through formal econometric analysis, which allows us to separate the effect of policy choice from other factors potentially influencing post-SG market shares.
market share). Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 2 thus provide evidence consistent with the hypothesis that when a safeguard is imposed through a quantitative restriction, the importing country does allocate import-market shares according to the formula provided in Article 5.2(a).

The follow-up question is whether an outcome determined by market forces would lead to the same pattern, i.e., market shares in $t+1$ closely related to the three-year historical average. To show that this is not likely to be the case, we turn our attention to the graphical evidence presented in panel (c) of Figure 2, which again illustrates the relationship between market shares in $t+1$ and average historical market shares, but now for the cases in which the safeguard was applied as a tariff. While there is still a strong positive relationship between historical market shares and the market shares that result after a SG is imposed, the data in the tariff cases are much more widely dispersed around the 45-degree line. This suggests that market shares in tariff cases fluctuate more over time, perhaps in response to market forces such as changes in comparative advantage due to positive or negative supply shocks in exporting countries, or simply because of unexplained randomness.\(^{18}\)

We therefore conclude that the specific policy instrument a country uses to implement a safeguard has an important effect on the impact across exporters. A visual inspection of the data suggests that, when compared to safeguards applied through a tariff, safeguards applied through quantitative restrictions discriminate in favor of suppliers whose market shares have been falling and against suppliers whose market shares have been rising over the prior representative period. Thus, quota and TRQ safeguards used to protect domestic suppliers may also provide some relief

\(^{18}\) Another possibility is that the products SG-imposing countries choose to protect with a TRQ or a quota are ones with market shares that are more stable over time than those for products protected with a tariff. We do not investigate this endogeneity argument here.
to established trading partners whose positions in the relevant import market have been adversely
affected by increased competition from other import sources.

5 DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SUPPLIERS WITH DISPROPORTIONATE
INCREASES?

As we discussed in section 2.2.2, the AS also permits safeguard-imposing countries to
discriminate explicitly among trading partners if certain suppliers have been increasing their
exports by a “disproportionate percentage.” In this section we investigate two possible areas
where evidence of this sort of discrimination might be revealed in the data. First, we analyze how
market shares have been changing for fast-growing but historical suppliers, i.e., countries that are
not new entrants to the relevant market. We then turn to the performance of “new entrants,”
which we define as exporters that first supplied the (ultimately safeguarded) product to the
safeguard-imposing country’s import market in the year before the safeguard was applied.19

5.1 Discrimination Against Fast-Growing Established Suppliers?

Is there evidence that safeguards discriminate against suppliers that increased their
exports by a “disproportionate” percentage in the prior period? First, note that if a country has
increased its exports relative to other exporters of the same 6-digit HS product, this will be
reflected by an increase in the “surging” exporter’s share of the SG-imposing country’s import
market. To investigate the question of discrimination against such exporters, we use Figure 3,

---

19 Separating these two categories helps us to analyze the post-SG performance of suppliers whose exports were
previously increasing by a “disproportionate percentage.” For the historical suppliers, we can investigate this
question simply by looking at the percentage change in their share of the safeguard-imposing country’s import
market over the three years prior to imposition of the SG. However, the corresponding pre-SG growth rate cannot
be calculated for new entrants (i.e., it is not well defined mathematically), since their previous share (in year t-2) of
the import market was zero.
which plots the percentage change in each exporter’s market share between the year $t-1$ just prior to the SG imposition and the year $t+1$ just after, against the percentage change in the same exporter’s market share over the period prior to the year the SG was imposed, i.e., between year $t-3$ and year $t-1$. As we would expect, there is a strong negative relationship—countries whose exports surged (a “disproportionate” percentage increase in exports, i.e., growth in market share) immediately prior to the SG investigation saw the biggest decline in market share (a “disproportionate” percentage decrease, i.e., decline in market share) immediately after the SG was imposed.\(^{20}\)

5.2 Discrimination Against New Suppliers?

Figure 3 plots data only for exporting countries that maintained a market presence throughout the three-year representative period prior to imposition of the safeguard. These are countries for which a “disproportionate” increase in exports can be quantified in terms of a percentage increase in market share over that period. In this section we focus on the “new entrants,” countries that only began to supply the relevant market in year $t-1$.

To investigate how these new entrants performed when confronted with a safeguard, we consider the evidence presented in Table 2, which provides data on their export activity. Of the 114 exporting countries in the data set that entered a SG-imposing country’s import market in year $t-1$, 68% exited the market in one of the two years immediately following imposition of the safeguard (i.e., either $t$ or $t+1$). On its own, however, this evidence is not sufficient to establish that imposition of a safeguard discriminates against new entrants.

\(^{20}\) Another possible explanation of a negative relationship is that a country’s exports in any given year deviate randomly from their longer-term trend. A surge might then represent a one-time event that is subsequently reversed for reasons other than the safeguard. A formal investigation of this hypothesis would require a comparison of these
First, this result could also be obtained if new entrants differ from other exporters in ways that make these suppliers more likely to exit than longer-established suppliers, ceteris paribus. To address this possibility, we compare this exit rate with the corresponding rate for other “new entrant” exporters in the sample that entered the market earlier, i.e., exporting countries that entered in $t-3$, or three years before the SG was put in place. Of the 127 exporting countries that entered in $t-3$, only 50% exited within the next two years (i.e., in $t-2$ or $t-1$). While high, this exit rate is still much lower than the exit rate of the countries that entered the market in the year immediately before the SG went into effect.

A second possibility is that these “new entrants” in $t-1$ exited quickly because they were typically small suppliers, and small suppliers are more likely than large suppliers to exit after a SG is imposed, perhaps because of some fixed cost of maintaining a market presence that makes it unprofitable for them to remain in the market after the SG-imposing country has used an import restriction that contracts the size of the market. To address this potential explanation, we compare the exit response of the new entrants in $t-1$ to other similarly small exporters who were not new entrants in $t-1$, i.e., small exporters that had an “historical presence” in the import market during both $t-2$ and $t-3$. We define a “small” supplier as an exporter with a share of the import market below 0.56%, which is the median import market share of the “new entrants” in year $t-1$ reported in the top panel of Table 2.\footnote{Thus, 50% of the “new entrant” observations have larger import market shares than any of the “historically present small exporters” considered in Table 2.}

Perhaps surprisingly, the results of Table 2 suggest that “historically present small exporters” were much less likely to exit the SG-imposing country’s import market after the

\footnote{Thus, 50% of the “new entrant” observations have larger import market shares than any of the “historically present small exporters” considered in Table 2.}
imposition of the SG than the new entrants. Overall, only 14% of these small suppliers exited in year \( t \) or \( t+1 \), compared to the 68% exit rate of the suppliers who entered in \( t-1 \), the year before the imposition of the SG. Finally, we note that the exit response to a SG of these “historically present small suppliers” is actually quite similar to the exit response of the entire sample of historically present suppliers (the lowest panel of table 2), which is again much lower than the exit response rate of the new entrants in \( t-1 \). This suggests that smaller suppliers (at least as measured by import market share) may not be any more likely to exit the market in response to imposition of a SG than are larger suppliers.

To summarize, this evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that safeguards have a discriminatory impact on the exit response of new entrants, when compared to the exit response rate of earlier “new entrants” that were not faced with a safeguard and when compared to other small, but historically present, suppliers that were also faced with the imposition of a safeguard.

6 DISCRIMINATION THROUGH COUNTRY EXEMPTIONS?

Safeguard-imposing countries frequently discriminate explicitly in favor of specific exporting countries that are partners in a preferential trading arrangement or developing countries satisfying the small supplier exception described in section 2.2.3. Table 1 highlights a number of the exempted countries for each of the 14 safeguard actions considered in our sample of data.

It is worth noting first that the number of country exemptions listed in a safeguard notification to the WTO has little economic significance. For example, the United States exempted more than 140 developing-country WTO members in the US – Broom Corn Broom Safeguard, US – Wheat Gluten Safeguard, and US – Lamb Meat Safeguard, even though dozens
of the developing countries listed do not even competitively produce brooms, wheat gluten, or
lamb meat, let alone export these products to the United States.

What is often more revealing in the list of country exemptions is which trading partners are notably omitted. For example, in the US – *Broom Corn Broom Safeguard*, the United States did not exempt Mexico, even though it did exempt its other NAFTA partner, Canada. Furthermore, while the United States did exempt more than 140 developing countries from the broom safeguard under the Article 9.1 exemption, it was one developing country not exempted (Colombia) that initiated a trade dispute against the United States at the WTO, questioning the WTO consistency of the US action. India’s safeguard notifications have frequently stated that it plans to exempt all developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion (without naming them individually), but noting explicitly a number of developing countries that it will not exempt.

In the next two sections we address whether each type of country exemption has a discriminatory impact on market shares in practice. Note that we assess only the performance of exempted PTA members that were present as exporters to the relevant market in the period prior to imposition of the safeguard, as revealed by the trade data.\(^{22}\)

### 6.1 Exemptions for PTA Members

First consider the country exemptions that were granted to partners in a PTA, as indicated in the middle columns of Table 3. To assess whether these exemptions affected the performance

---

\(^{22}\) As suggested by Table 1 and our earlier discussion, there may be dozens of countries exempted from a safeguard action that have not actually exported the product in question to the safeguard-imposing country. We do not add these countries as observations in our analysis, which is confined to the performance of countries revealed as prior exporters of the 6-digit HS product by the TRAINS data set. However, it is possible that some exempted countries could become exporters to the SG-protected market due to their advantage over established exporters subject to the SG policy.
of exporting countries, we use two statistical measures. Examine first the percentage change in import market share of the exempted PTA member countries. A positive value of this statistic for a particular safeguard action is evidence of discrimination in favor of the exempted countries, i.e., that the exemption has redistributed market shares toward the exempted countries in a given safeguarded product category.

Indeed, in all but one safeguard in which the SG-imposing country granted country exemptions to PTA members, the mean percentage change in import market share for those suppliers in the sample was positive. The one exception is Brazil’s imposition of its Toy safeguard, where, interestingly, it did exempt MERCOSUR partners Uruguay and Paraguay from the measure, while failing to exempt its third (and much larger) MERCOSUR partner, Argentina.

The second statistic to consider for each case is the percentage of observations in which exempted PTA members experienced some growth of import market share. This statistic provides additional information as to the variation in the performance of PTA-member exporters within a given safeguard action. Overall, exactly 50% of the observations indicate an increase in market share for an exempted PTA member country in an HS category, though this percentage varies from a low of 15.4% in the Brazil - Toy Safeguard to as high as 100% in the US - Wheat Gluten Safeguard and US - Circular Welded Pipe Safeguard.

### 6.2 Exemptions for Small Developing-Country Exporters

Consider next the performance of developing countries with small import market shares, which are often exempted under Article 9.1 of the Agreement on Safeguards, and thus the remaining two columns of data in Table 3. Examine first the mean percentage change in import market share of the exempted countries. In eight of eleven cases in which the SG-imposing
country granted exemptions to small suppliers in developing countries, the mean percentage increase in import market share for those exempted suppliers in the sample was positive. Of all developing-country suppliers that were exempted from a safeguard, 35.8% experienced some increase in import market share. This varies from a low of 17.6% in the US - Broom Corn Broom Safeguard to as high as 55.5% in the India - Slabstock Polyol Safeguard.

The first Argentine footwear safeguard (case 1 in Tables 1 and 3) provides an interesting example of the way developing-country exemptions can influence the impact of a safeguard policy. In 1998, Argentina applied a tariff safeguard on imports of footwear. Following the provisions of Article 9.1, Argentina exempted a number of small suppliers in developing countries. The result was a surge in exports from some of the exempted countries, notably Chile and Hong Kong, in a number of the 6-digit HS product categories protected under the safeguard. Argentina claimed this surge required officials to restructure the safeguard in 2000 as a TRQ and to eliminate most of the developing-country exemptions from the initial safeguard, including those for Chile and Hong Kong.

6.3 Comparing the Export Performances of Exempted PTA Partners and Developing Countries

Explicit discrimination in the application of safeguards occurs through two types of country-specific exemptions, each of which potentially redistributes import market shares toward exempted countries. A follow-up question of interest is which effect is more prominent in the data. We compare the effects on a case-by-case basis (each numbered row of Table 3) and also

---

23 These are exempted countries that had previously exported the relevant product to the SG-protected market.

24 Exports to Argentina from Chile and Hong Kong (both exempted in the 1998 safeguard) in the 640219, 640291, 640299, 640399 and 640411 HS import categories increased, and in some categories increased dramatically.
in terms of the overall statistics that are averaged over all safeguard actions (bottom row of Table 3). These two comparisons provide evidence that when both PTA-member exemptions and developing-country exemptions were granted, the PTA members as a group typically benefited more, i.e., experienced a larger increase in mean import market share, than exempted developing countries that were not PTA members. However, it is also evident that not all exempted countries gained market share. Of the exempted PTA members, only half gained market share, even though the mean increase in market share for all cases was over 20%. Likewise, although the mean increase in market share for exempted developing countries was more than 13%, only about a third of those countries actually gained market share under the safeguard.25

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes the impact of safeguard protection initiated under the WTO Agreement on Safeguards on the market shares of affected exporters. We begin by identifying three ways that the Agreement on Safeguards allows for explicit discrimination among export suppliers as well as implicit discrimination among export suppliers in terms of a safeguard’s impact. Using trade data matched at the 6-digit HS product level, we then examine whether 14 safeguard actions undertaken by WTO members between 1995 and 2000 and affecting 85 products led to discriminatory outcomes in practice. For each of the three provisions in the Agreement on Safeguards that either implicitly or explicitly allow for the discriminatory treatment of exporters, we find evidence that safeguards resulted in the differential treatment of exporters and the pattern

25 In our related econometric analysis (Bown and McCulloch, 2003), which controls for the influence of other factors that may also affect market shares, the country-exemption variable has a positive and statistically significant impact on the percent change in import market share. However, the size of estimated impact is not statistically different for PTA members versus developing countries.
of discrimination that one would expect from each exception to nondiscrimination authorized or implied by the safeguard provisions.

First, our results indicate that the impact of a SG action on a given exporter depends on the specific form of the safeguard policy. A SG implemented through a quantitative restriction tends to preserve average historical market shares more than a SG implemented as a tariff, thus discriminating against exporting countries whose market share has recently been growing and in favor of countries whose market share has recently declined. Second, safeguards tend to cause bigger reductions in market shares for exporters whose supply to the market has recently grown more rapidly (“disproportionately”) than other historical suppliers, and the exit rate of “new entrant” suppliers to a safeguarded market is higher than for other similar exporters. Third, country exemptions for PTA members and small developing-country suppliers have a discriminatory impact of redistributing import market shares toward these suppliers, at least on average, at the expense of other exporting countries.

Our purpose in this paper is to identify evidence of discriminatory impacts, i.e., the extent to which the burden of safeguard protection is unevenly distributed across trading partners. For example, we show that the provision exempting certain developing-country exporters from safeguard protection does indeed tend to raise these exporters’ market share. Such exemptions represent a departure from MFN treatment but one that was surely intended by the Uruguay Round negotiators. However, we also show that safeguards in the form of quotas or tariff-rate quotas systematically depress the market shares of newer suppliers, a result that may undercut the intended favorable treatment of developing countries. This finding suggests that, despite the explicit MFN language of the AS, elements of selectivity were introduced through the provisions that allow safeguard-imposing countries to use quotas and tariff-rate quotas as well as tariffs,
together with procedures calling for quota allocations based on historical market share. However, we do not attempt to evaluate the desirability of the selective impacts we have identified, nor do we take a stand on the economic or political merits of selective safeguards in general.

Finally, several caveats regarding our research methodology should be mentioned. While we have exploited all the data currently available to us, our empirical results are based on a relatively small number of safeguard actions. Moreover, the empirical results we have presented here neglect the effects of other factors that could also affect import market shares. However, as noted above, these results are generally supported by a complementary study (Bown and McCulloch, 2003) that uses formal econometric analysis to separate the effects of the discriminatory aspects of safeguards protection under the AS from other factors potentially influencing post-SG market shares.

In order to focus on the issues of discriminatory and nondiscriminatory treatment, we have limited our investigation to levels of and percentage changes in import market shares and the entry and exit decisions of certain exporting countries. As we do not analyze the amount of trade being affected, we are unable to comment on whether the discriminatory treatment of exporters that we find empirically to be associated with the use of safeguards is economically important. Moreover, we have not investigated what features of the data might help to explain decisions by safeguard-imposing countries that result in discriminatory impact across foreign suppliers. For example, why does a country choose to impose a quantitative restriction instead of a tariff? Or, why does a country exempt some subset of PTA members or small developing-country suppliers, but not others? We leave these and other questions to future research.
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Figure 1. Timeline of Interest in Safeguard Actions
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Figure 3. The Effect of a Safeguard on Surging Exporters

Note: A scatterplot of the exporting-country-specific growth rates of import market shares of the 6-digit HS products affected by the imposition of a safeguard in the 14 safeguard actions in the sample; $t$ is the year the safeguard was imposed.
### Table 1. WTO Safeguard Actions in the Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Product (number of 6-digit HS Codes in sample)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Exempted Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Footwear (21)</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and 19 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Footwear* (4)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>TRQ</td>
<td>Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and 4 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Toys (15)</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Paraguay, Uruguay, 18 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Wheat, wheat flour, cane/beet sugar, edible vegetable oils (27)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>None listed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Socks of synthetic fibres (1)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico, Peru, developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Acetylene/Carbon black** (1)</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion except China, Philippines, Singapore and South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Slabstock polyol (1)</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion except Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Propylene glycol (1)</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion except Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Dairy products (3)</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>quota</td>
<td>Developing countries satisfying the small supplier criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Broom corn brooms (1)</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Canada, Israel, 147 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Wheat gluten (1)</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>quota</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico, Israel, countries named in the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act and Andean Trade Preference Act, 140 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Lamb meat (6)</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>TRQ</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico, Israel, countries named in the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act and Andean Trade Preference Act, 142 other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Steel wire rod (2)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>TRQ</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Circular welded pipe (1)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>tariff</td>
<td>Canada, Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A subset of the footwear in the tariff SG of case number 1 was re-structured into a TRQ SG for case 2.
** The carbon black tariff SG was actually initiated in February 1999, but it has the same 6-digit HS code as acetylene black (imposed December 1998) so we have combined the two SGs into one.
Table 2. The Exit Response to a Safeguard of New Entrants and Other Exporters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Exporting Countries</th>
<th>Number of Exporting Countries That Exit Within the Next 2 Years (Share of Total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Entrants in (t-1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Quota</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a TRQ</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16 (80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Tariff</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>58 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Entrants in (t-3)</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>63 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em><em>Small</em> Historically Present Exporters in (t-1)</em>*</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>40 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Quota</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a TRQ</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Tariff</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>26 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Historically Present Exporters in (t-1)</strong></td>
<td>627</td>
<td>87 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Quota</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a TRQ</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>13 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In SG implemented as a Tariff</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>67 (14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* An “historically present” exporter is defined as a country exporting the 6-digit HS product that was present in the import market (i.e., did not enter or exit) in both years \(t-2\) and \(t-1\), where year \(t\) is the year the SG measure went into effect. A “small” historically present exporter is one whose share of the import market in \(t-1\) was less than 0.56% (the median share of the import market in \(t-1\) of the “new entrants” who first entered in \(t-1\)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Product (Number of 6-Digit HS Codes in Sample)</th>
<th>Exempted PTA Members</th>
<th>Exempted Non-PTA Member Developing Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Growth Rate of Import Market Share</td>
<td>Percentage Experiencing Positive Growth*</td>
<td>Mean Growth Rate of Import Market Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Footwear (21)</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(16/31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Footwear (4)</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(10/15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Toys (15)</td>
<td>-30.8%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2/13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Wheat, wheat flour, cane/beet sugar, edible vegetable oils (27)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Socks of synthetic fibres (1)</td>
<td>Enter**</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1/1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Acetylene/Carbon black (1)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Slabstock polyol (1)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Propylene glycol (1)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Dairy products (3)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Broom corn brooms (1)</td>
<td>One Enter**, One 0.0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Wheat gluten (1)</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1/1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Lamb meat (6)</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3/7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Steel wire rod (2)</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2/4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Circular welded pipe (1)</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2/2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(38/76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Percentage of exporting exempted countries in the data set (i.e., named as an exempted country and also revealed by the data as exporting one of the 6-digit HS products to the safeguard-imposing country) whose share of the safeguard-imposing country’s market increases.**

**“Enter” is a country that entered the market after the SG was imposed (and thus had a market share of zero in year \( t-1 \)) and for which the growth rate of the import market share would thus be undefined.**